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Abstract. Based on vehicle collision test, a finite element dummy model (FEM dummy) was built, at 
the same time the parameter optimization method was proposed in the paper. To improve consistency 
between the dummy simulation results and results of vehicle collision test, it's necessary to 
scientifically adjust FEM dummy's material parameters. First, parameter optimal selection applied, 
the most important parameters were selected. Then, using optimal methods obtained FEM dummy 
correction result which is similar to that of the real vehicle. Finally, chest pressure result curve of a 
FEM dummy model in positive collision as an example, main materials parameters of the FEM 
dummy's chest were selected by parameter optimal selection, then the parameters were modified by 
optimization method. ensuring simulation dummy’ chest pressure peaks and spring rate are more 
consistent with vehicle collision result. It further found that the proposed method could be used to 
improve the FEM dummy model to meet the result of the vehicle collision simulation. 

Introduction.  
In the full-size vehicle collision, the dummy simulation is essential. About the research and 

development of the finite element model of the positive impact dummy，foreign experts have 
accumulated certain experience. There are several main types of frontal crash dummies 
internationally: 50th percentile adult male dummy, 95th percentile adult male dummy, 5 percentile 
female dummy, Infants under one year old, 3-year-old, 13-year-old children, the elderly pregnant 
women and so on. Currently, the world largest car companies widely use the finite element model of 
the positive impact dummy , which is mainly produced and offered by the FTSS（first technology 
safely systems）and Germany’s DYNAmore company. Foreign company’s positive crash dummy 
products have achieved series, commercialization and standardization. The main direction of 
domestic research for positive crash dummy is zooming positive crash dummy to meet the Chinese 
human dimensions. 

Based on Chinese human dimensions, Lin daquan et al. completed the manufacture of Chinese 95 
percentile crash dummy use finite element analysis method. To find out the development program for 
crash dummy fitting the Chinese 50th percentile human , Cao libo et al. proposed method through the 
part of the body section zooming. On the practical engineering based on a new Chinese FEM     
dummy, we aim to improve the accuracy of simulation model. To improve consistency between the 
dummy simulation results and results of full-size vehicle collision test, it's necessary to reasonably 
adjust FEM dummy's major structural material parameters and parameter curves.The approximate   
parameter optimization design method applied to meet this requirement. To illustrate the application 
of the method, chest pressure result curve of some FEM dummy model in positive collision as an 
example, some material parameters were optimization designed. The results prove it that the proposed 
method could be used to improve the FEM dummy model to meet the result of the full-size vehicle 
collision simulation accuracy. 
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In this paper, based on matrix perturbation theory and generalized inverse matrix theory, we will 
discuss the issues of selecting main structural parameters of the new FEM dummy’ chest using the 
information provided by the sensitivity analysis. According to its root mean square value ,we get the 
design variables modifier which makes the characteristics deviation minimal. And it proves that 
according to the method of selection to modify k design parameters, we can make the mean square 
value’ mathematical expectation of the characteristics deviation   minimize, and further give 
expression of the minimum value. Accordingly, based on the ranking method of  optimal parameter, 
this paper propose two kinds of different parameters selection method, the first one is not limited to 
the number of parameters, the another one is defining the number of parameters, that are the ideal 
modified parameters selection method and the optimum modification parameters selection method. 
First, applying the ideal modified parameters selection method to get the most reasonable but the least 
optimal parameter. Then, using the optimum modification parameters selection method to finally 
determine optimal parameter according to the number of parameters required. The simulation results 
show that this method can effectively guarantee the optimization results. 

The ideal modified parameters selection method 

Assuming the 1 2, , mb b bK are the design parameters of the structure, and vector 

( )1 2, , ,
T

nw w w w∆ = ∆ ∆ ∆K  is the error vector of the first n  frequencies, the sensitivity matrix of the 

first n frequencies with respect to all of the design parameters is a n m× matrix, denoted by U , 
[ ]1 2, , , m n m

U u u u
×

= K                                    (1) 

In order to correct the frequency error, w∆ ,the design parameters of the structure need to be 
modified. Now assuming that we choose ( )k k m≤ parameters from all of m  design parameters to be 

modified, denoted by 1 2, , ,i i ikb b bK ,the matrix can be expressed as [ ]1 2, , ,i i i ikb b b b= K ,corresponding 
to those parameters is denoted by U ,  as  

[ ]1 2, , ,i i ik n kU b b b
×

= K                                                                      (2) 
According to the perturbation method, when the modification of design      parameters 

1 2, , ,i i ikb b bK is [ ]1 2, , , T
i i i ikb b b b∆ = ∆ ∆ ∆K ,the counterpart of the first n  frequencies, w∆ ,is given by 

                                                         w U b∆ = ∆g                                                                             (3) 
So the corrected for frequency error vector becomes w w w U bψ = ∆ + ∆ = ∆ + ∆g                        (4) 
The root-mean-square of the frequency error vector is given by 

( ) ( )2 TT
rms w U b w U bψ ψ ψ= = ∆ + ∆ ∆ + ∆g g                                                 (5) 

Our aim is to find the modification of the parameters 1 2, , ,i i ikb b bK , such that 2
rmsψ takes its minimal 

value. For this purpose, we differentiate the right side of eqn (5) with respect to b∆ and let it equal to 
zero, we have  

U b w∆ = −∆g                                                                                  (6) 
Then we can get the optimal modification of the b∆ , denoted by      b U w+∆ = ∆                    

(7) 
Where U + is the generalized inverse matrix of Moore-Penrose, and can be calculated as 

( ) ( )1 1

2 2 2 1 1 1
T T T TU U U U U U U

− −+ =                                                               (8) 

The maximal rank decompositions of matrix U are 1U and 2U ,that is, matrices 1U and 2U satisfy  

1 2U U U= g                                                                                      (9) 
Where 1U is a n r× matrix and r is its rank , 2U is a r k× matrix and r  is its rank, ( )r rank U= ,is 

the rank of sensitivity matrix U .Substituting eqn(7)into eqn(5),using the properties of generalized 
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inverse and eqn(8)to calculate the r.m.s of the corrected frequency errors after the structure is 
modified, denoted by 
                                     ( ) 122

1 1 1 1

T T T
rmsrms w w U U U U wψ

−
= ∆ − ∆ ∆                                                     (10) 

The frequency error vector is often a random vector. Denote w wC∆ ∆  is its covariance matrix, the 

expectation of                ( ) ( ) ( )2

1

nT
rms w w

i ii

E w E w w C
∆ ∆

=

∆ = ∆ ∆ = ∑g                                                        (11) 

Where E is the expectation of random variable. The diagonal terms of w wC∆ ∆ , denoted by 

( )w w ii
C

∆ ∆
,are the square of the standard deviations of the iw∆ , while the off-diagonal terms measure 

the correlation between them. 
For simplicity, we introduce a random vector   1

T T
r rL U wϕ ×= ∆                                               (12) 

Where T
r rL ×  is a square factor of ( ) 1

1 1
TU U

−
e.g. the Cholesky factor, ( ) 1

1 1
T TU U L L

−
= g                   

(13) 
The covariance matrix of  ϕ  is then given as       ( ) 1 1

T T T
w wC E L U C U Lϕϕ ϕϕ

∆ ∆
= =                           

(14) 
From eqn(10),the expected value of 2

rmsψ can be calculated as 

( ) ( ) ( )2

1 1

n n

rms w w
i iii ii

E C Cϕϕψ
∆ ∆

= =

= −∑ ∑                                                   (15) 

The optimum modification parameters selection method 

It can be seen from eqn(15) that we choose ( )k k m≤ parameters from all of m  design parameters 

to be modified, denoted by 1 2, , ,i i ikb b bK ,so that ( )2
rmsE ψ  after correction is minimal and  the trace of 

Cϕϕ  is maximal. Denote                                

                   ° 1U U L=                                                                     (16) 
The columns of °U are orthonormal vector, then the eqn(14)becomes  

 ° °T

w wC U C Uϕϕ ∆ ∆
=                                                      (17) 

The eigenvalues and eigenvector corresponding of w wC
∆ ∆

 can be denoted by 

1 20 nλ λ λ< ≤ ≤K 和 1 2, , , na a aK                                                      (18)           
Assuming they are satisfied with the orthonormality condition. The corresponding eigenvectors of 

r the biggest characteristic value constitute a n r×  matrix, denote 
[ ]1, ,n r n r nA a a× − += K                                                             (19)  

Assuming that °U  make the following matrix equation has solutions    
    °AX U=                           (20) 

X is a n r× orthogonal matrix, can be calculated as     

 ( )
1 1

n n

j
i j n rii

Cϕϕ λ
= = − +

=∑ ∑                              (21) 

Equations (21)-(22)show that if we can choose parameters 1 2, , ,i i ikb b bK ,from all of the design 
parameters such that the rank of their corresponding sensitivity matrix 
U , ( )( )( ) min ,r rank U k rank U= = ,the column vectors of U can be expressed by 1, ,n r na a− + K ,then 
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( )
1

r

i ii

Cϕϕ
=
∑ takes its maximum value 

1

r

j
j n r

λ
= − +
∑ ,the expected value of 2

rmsψ  gets its minimum value 

1

n r

j
j

λ
−

=
∑ , 1 2, , ,i i ikb b bK is called the ideal modified parameters . 

Multi-objective optimization 
This article uses a multi- objective optimization method , this method is a kind of liner 

multi-objective iterative approximation optimization method, and has been widely used in 
engineering. The main steps are as follows； 
Step 1:seting a minimum x∆ , differently calculating the sensitivity of the function. 

( ) ( )1 2, , , , ,k i n k
k i

f x x x x x f X
df dx

x
+∆ −

=
∆

L L
                                                                 (22) 

Step 2:calculate 

, 1,2, 1,2, ,j i

k i

df dx
k j m i n

df dx
= =L L                                                                  

(23) 
Step 3:use the following equations for 1 2, , , mλ λ λL  

1 1 1

1 1 11 2
1

2 2 2
2

1 1 11 2

1 1 11 2

n n n
i i i

i i ii i m i
n n n

i i i

i i ii i m i

mn n n
m i m i m i

i i ii i m i

df dx df dx df dx
df dx df dx df dx
df dx df dx df dx
df dx df dx df dx

df dx df dx df dx
df dx df dx df dx

λ
λ

λ

= = =

= = =

= = =

 
 
   
   
   ⋅   
   
   
 
  

∑ ∑ ∑

∑ ∑ ∑

∑ ∑ ∑

L

L
M

M O

L

( )
( )

( )

1

2

T

m

f
f

f

∆ 
 ∆ =
 
 
∆  

X
X

X
M

                                                     (24) 

Step 4: 

31 2
1 2 3i

i i i

dfdf dfx
dx dx dx

λ λ λ∆ = + +                                                              (25) 

Step 5: 
( ) ( ) ( )k k kf f f∆ = + ∆ −X X X X                                                                (26) 

If ( ) ( )maxk k f
f f ε∆ − ∆ ≤X X , stop counting; otherwise  

( ) ( )1 2, , , , ,k i i n k
k i

f x x x x x x f X
df dx

x
+∆ +∆ −

=
∆

L L
                                                    (27) 

Back to the second step. 
Here ε  is a given threshold. 
The method of calculation process is shown in figure1. 
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Based on Dummy Chest Pressure Experiment the Material Parameters Optimal Selection and 
Optimization Method 

Based on the rigid pendulum impact experiment of a certain type of finite element dummy chest, 
this paper improves the main effect of the optimized parameters referring to the results of real dummy 
model test, and adjusts the compression deformation and rebound rate of the chest reasonably. 

Frontal crash dummy model is a parameterized finite element model, as shown in Figure 2 and 
Figure 3.Compared with the actual crash dummies, the initial model has a certain deviation in such 
aspects as chest pressure curve. So, adjusting the parameters of dummy model is a very important 
work. Because of the large number of parameters and the target value, developing a reasonable 
method is needed. This method should filter out the parameters that affect the outcome of the target 
remarkably. And it also can determine the amount of modification of these parameters. So we can use 
the method mentioned above. The main steps are as follows: 

Step1: Using the parameter optimization method to select the ideal parameters that meet the 
conditions from the existing parameters, as shown in formula (1-21). 

Step2: Using multi-objective optimization method to optimize the target curve, as shown in Figure 
4 and formula (1-21). 

Diffset 
In the experiment, a new certain type of finite element dummy is placed in a simple back and seat. 

The pendulum’s material is rigid, and its quality is 10Kg, while its size is 70 100 111mm mm mm× ×  . 
The center of pendulum keeps at the first ribs’ level, and it is also in the vertical center of dummy. 
Frontal crash test model of thoracic pressure is shown in Figure 2. The main structure of the dummy’s 
chest is shown in Figure 3.The speed of pendulum impacting the new finite element dummy model is 
set to8.041 /m s  . It can make the peak (D) of dummy's chest compression deformation reached 
to50mm  . On the frontal crash thoracic pressure curve, the slope of the most obvious fall part is 
considered to be the fall slope 1K  of the curve, and the slope of the most obvious rise part is 
considered to be the rise slope 2K of the curve. The thoracic pressure curve for frontal crash is shown 

 

  
Fig1.Multi-objective optimization program flow chart
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in Figure 4. The evaluation index value of thoracic curve is shown in Table 1. The material’s initial 
parameters value of the main parts of the chest is shown in Table 2. It uses “Part-Number” to 
distinguish the material of different parts and the different parameters of the same material. The 
number of material parameters is eight. 
 Design parameters: eight material parameters are shown in Table 2. 
Design goals: 
1:selecting ideal parameters 
2: 
1): the peak of dummy's chest compression deformation 

mmD 40max =                                                                                    (28) 
2) the fall slope 1K  of the curve’  absolute value   

                                                1 3K =                                                   (29) 
3) the rise slope 2K of the curve’ absolute value  

                         2 3K =                                                                                                               (30)    
 

Table 1 chest pressure curve evaluation before optimization 
chest pressure curve 

evaluation Dmax                K1                   K

value 50mm 3.83359 2.10462  
 

Table 2  the initial parameter values 
name_number Parameters_unit values 

m1_1 E(KN/mm2) 0.20 
m2_1 E(KN/mm2) 0.05 

m2_2 DAMP(mm2

/s) 0.50 

m3_1 G0(KN/mm2

) 0.57 

m3_2 G1(KN/mm2) 7.125E-02 

m3_3 BETA(Np/m
m) 0.25 

m4_1 E(KN/mm2) 205 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.2positive collision chest pressure test 
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Fig.3  the dummy chest structure 
 

 
Fig 4. positive collision chest pressure curve before optimization 

 
Table 3 optimized characteristic parameter value 

     name_number      Parameters/unit      values 
m1_1 E(KN/mm2) 0.231 
m2_1 E(KN/mm2) 0.044 
m3_1 G0(KN/mm2) 0.372 
m3_2 G1(KN/mm2) 6.299E-02 
m4_1 E(KN/mm2) 173 

 
Table 4 Chest pressure curve evaluation 

chest pressure curve evaluation Dmax                K1                   K2 

value 40.01mm 3.080 2.98882 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.5 optimized positive collision chest pressure curve 
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The dummy is optimized according to the method introduced in this paper. Select 5 useful 
parameters from eight known parameters as the optimization parameters through parameter 
optimization method，shown in table 4. Then use the multi-objective optimization method to get an 
optimization solution，show in table 5, and the corresponding parameters, show in table 4.Relative to 
the design optimization target the optimization solution have less deviation and meet the engineering 
design requirements. 

Conclusions 
In this paper, an efficient optimization method is developed based on the combination of the 
parameter optimization method and the multi-objective optimization method. At the same time this 
paper translate the curve optimization problems to the optimization of the target point of the curve 
which frequently meet in construction, the multi-objective optimization problem, make its 
optimization goal more intuitive. In this way, curve optimization problem can be simplified、
optimization of parameters can be filtered、precision of the optimization can be guaranteed，So as 
to improve the efficiency of engineering optimization problems. At last，this pater’s method was 
used in a optimization of thoracic pressure curve at a type of domestic car, further proves the 
feasibility of this method. 
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